Disinfectant For Application In the Dairy Industry
DAIRY PRODUCTS

APPLICATION FIELDS

Every Beverage and Dairy plant has specific sources of infection. (Following are some selected applications.)

Raw material storehouse: Floors, walls, ceilings, flow pipes
Transport container
Stack container
Filling equipment

Production: Floors, walls, ceilings, flow pipes
Sorting facilities, mixer, pumps
Conveying equipment, filling facilities
Machines
Barrels, pipes
Conveyors
Light equipment (knives, saws, tongs, peeler)
Dairy container
Working clothes (rubber boots, rubber aprons)

Delivery: Transport container
Transport cars
Conveying equipment
Layering filters

Air-conditioner: Washing chamber
Humidifier
Filter
Air shafts
INDUSTRIAL BOTTLE WASHER

A- bottle feeding
1 warm water - pre heating bath
2 dripping
3 possibility for mounting an ultrasonic bath
4 base 1 - diving switch
5 base 1 - spilling
6 dripping
7 base 1 - inner spraying
8 dripping
9 base 2 - inner and outer spraying
10 base 2 - inner and outer spraying (re-cooled)
11 dripping
12 warm water - intermediate spraying
13 warm water - inner and outer spraying
14 dripping
15 cold water - inner and outer spraying
16 dripping
17 steered swath ways
18 dripping
19 fresh water - spraying

B- bottle delivery

13, 15, 16 and 19 are potential dose stations for D - 50/500.